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E-mail:     montagegraphix6000@gmail.com 
 
            OVERVIEW: 

I am an English born native UK speaker currently proofreading and editing every type of 
genre. To non native speakers I am very aware that the English “language” can seem rather 
baffling and confusing at times and understanding this I feel I can guide the client through this 
maze of contradictions. After following a successful lengthy active career in 
PA/Administration/Graphic Design/Freelance developments I regretfully scaled back a year 
ago as I faced challenging cancer. I am now in a transition stage and I am actively looking for 
projects again.  

 
 Developed a range of diverse and transferable skills.  
 Independent, adaptable and resourceful.  
 Familiar with various terminology and acronyms 
 Competent with information technology 
  Adding a creative flair to a marketing or design project. 
 Self employed businesses- 'Montage Graphix', 'The PA Solution'  'On the Write Lines'. 

 
SELF EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:  (2006-Present) 
 
PROOFREADER: Proofreading and editing e-mails, blogs, newsletters, novels fiction and non-
fiction etc. Larger projects have included tenders for International Telecommunication Companies, 
50,000 + words and novels fiction and non-fiction. All edited using Microsoft Word Track Changes. 
 
FREELANCE TRANSCRIBER: Transcriptions, English to English verbatim style with 100% 
accuracy and confidentiality. Phone calls, meetings and lectures with multi speakers. 
  
PA/MARKETING ASSOCIATE/VIRTUAL ASSISTANT: First point of call and lead generation using 
CRM database and extensive telephone-marketing for a franchising agency and other small 
business contracts. 
 
 GRAPHIC DESIGN/SIGNWRITING–PRINTZ, “Montage Graphix” 
 Proprietor of sign-writing and canvas printing business. 
  

COMPANY EMPLOYMENT HISTORY:  (1989-2006) 

 
MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST- Part of a team at a 5,000 patient strong Medical Centre. Duties 

included: Updating extensive database. Booking appointments and dealing with public enquiries; 

processing prescriptions, filing patient records and recording data. 

 

CLINICAL CODER: John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford. (2001) 

Recording diagnosis and procedures qualified in line with statutory statistical requirements set out 

by the WHO Organisation. 

 
PA/SECRETARY: Wellcome Foundation (now GlaxoSmithKline). Kent 1989-1995. 

Full support to Principal Research Scientists and their teams. Liaise with research collaborators 

worldwide and scientific organizations to bring ground-breaking drugs to market including “Zovirax” 

and “Lamotrigine”. Researched and produced print ready manuscripts for final copy and 

submission to “Scientific American and “Nature” magazines with full scientific and medical 

references, symbols and notations. 
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            OFFICE MANAGER - Molecular Structure Corporation, Kent. (1995-1997) 
Administration and full financial management of European Head office UK based, Texan governed 

and Japanese owned. Handling import sales, distribution precision scientific instrumentation. 

Relocated premises twice due to expansion and increase in sales. Sought premises and co-

ordinated full relocation. 

 
DATABASE OPERATOR - Food GB Ltd – Oxon.(1998-1999) 
Maintaining Health and Safety Data and recording safety issues from monthly veterinary reports 
onto a comprehensive database as requested by Unigate Foods.  

 
 

OTHER EMPLOYMENT:  (Between 1974-1989) 

 

DRUG DISPENSER, OFFICE MANAGER, FINANCE ASSISTANT RECEPTIONIST, 

CHILDREN‟S LIBRARIAN 

 
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: 

 

QUALIFICATIONS:  

1975-Present        OND in Business Studies – 1977 (Equiv 2 „A‟ Levels) 

  1 „OA‟ level in Art History. 

GSCE‟s („O‟ levels) English Language,            

English Literature, Maths, History,         

Music, Art, Accounting, Computing, 

  General Principles & Commercial Law 

 

INTERESTS:      Arts, Music and Media, Interior Design, 

                                               Cinema, Health and Lifestyle  

 

INFORMATION:   Full Driving Licence, Non Smoker,  

                                              CRB checked 2009 
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